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STIRRUP MACHINE  type ROBOT 162 - TECHNICAL FEATURES  
 

Automatic stirrup machine from coil, bi-directional, programmable, CNC, designed for re-bar straightening 
and bending as well as the production of stirrups.    

Working range 
(feeding pieces): 

2 ∅6 2 ∅8 2 ∅10 2 ∅12 1 ∅14 1 ∅16 

(valid for iron type: B500C – UTS 650 N/mm2) 

Installed Power:  32 Kw 
Re-bar propulsion speed: 120m / min. 
Bending angle speed: 1200° / sec. 
Maximum bending angle : 180o 

No. of Angles:  39 
No. of Sides: 39 
Maximum length : 14000 mm 
Minimum length : 50 mm 
Angle accuracy : ± 1o 

Length accuracy:  ± 1 mm 
Dimensions (L x W x H ): 5500 x 1500 x 3200 mm 
Dimensions (working surface 
included) (L x W x H ): 

5500 x 1500 x 3400 mm 

Weight / Weight including 
working surface 

4200 / 4300 Kg 

Dimensions for transportation 
(L x W x H ): 

5500 x 2000 x 2200 mm 

Dimensions for transportation 
working surface included 
(L x W x H ): 

5500 x 1500 x 2300 mm  

*”GALANOS SA” reserves the right to modify the above mentioned data without previous notice 
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ROBOT 162 is provided with main and auxiliary mechanisms necessary for the machine operation 
 

Α) Main mechanisms: 
1. Propulsion system  
2. Straightening system – automatically & manually  
3. Bending system 
4. Cutting system 
5. Control panel  
6. Hydraulic unit  
7. Electric/Electronic board 
 
B) Auxiliary mechanisms (additional equipment upon request): 

1. Coil-holder for the support of structural steel coil 
2. Working surface 
3. Stacking unit for straight re-bars. 

 
Α.1. Propulsion system 
Hydraulic powered propulsion system which consists of two moving rollers and two free ones. 
The produced shape is prevented from coming out of the working surface “distorted” thanks to the special 
arrangement of the propulsion system rollers.   
The measuring encoder is powered by one of the free rollers.  
Hydraulic adjustment of the advancing rollers. 
 
Α.2. Straightening system 
The straightening system consists of two groups of rollers, placed at 90° to each other. Thanks to this 
arrangement the straight bars are totally straightened in all directions (up-down and right-left). 
 

The system includes moving and fixed rollers. The moving ones are PC controlled and can be moved up 
and down with the aid of electro-motors. Thanks to this system both the rod diameter changing in all 
directions and straightening adjustment are achieved. Ten (10) possibilities of rod diameter changing are 
available through the PC.   
Re-bar straightening adjustment through the PC even during the machine operation is available. 
Traction winch is available in order the wire end is guided towards the machine entry. Then a pulling 
mechanism equipped with advancing rollers inserts the wire into the straightening unit just before the 
cutting point.  
 
Α.3. Bending system 
The bending system is hydraulic powered and equipped with a rotating disk which rotates clockwise and 
counterclockwise.  
A side bending pin is placed on the disc 
The fixed bending unit is placed at the center of the disk. 
 
Α.4. Cutting system 
Hydraulic powered cutting system. Clear cutting thanks to the rotating movement of the cutting tools. Eight 
shearing blades are available before cutting tool replacement.    
 

Supplies demanded 

- Electric supply:  37,5 KW 

- Compressed air: 8 Bar 
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Α.5. Control panel  

The control panel is placed on the machine and the industrial PC is placed at its inner part. 
At the front view of the control panel are placed the buttons for manual operation and the touch 
screen as well. 
During programming phase the figure is exactly developed on the screen as it will be executed 
during the production procedure and the operator can select its storage directly in the computer’s  
memory in case he wishes to recall it for future production execution.  
Moreover, additional data are indicated on the screen. The following data about the daily 
production are seen, such as:  

- Total rod length for each figure 
- Total quantity (No of pieces) to be produced 
- Total weight of pieces 
- Produced shapes (pieces)  
- Produced shapes (Kg) 
- Remaining pieces (to be produced)  
- Rod diameter 

          - Use of single/double wire options 
           - Indications regarding  the rod straightening adjustments  

           - 10 storage positions for each rod diameter.  
Other functions:  
- Option for continuous stirrups production 
- Option for the production of various stirrups alternately 
- Capacity for various operations and adjustments during production procedure 
- Adjustment of angle velocity (increase - decrease)  
- Adjustment of advancing velocity (increase - decrease)  
- Angles correction (open - close) 
 
Programming modes (WINDOWS environment):  

a) via keyboard  
b) via screen  
c) by use of USB memory stick  
d) recall directly from computer’s memory    
    

Α.6. Hydraulic unit 
The hydraulic unit bears with one piston pump of special construction (for such types of 
machinery), one pre-heater as well as an air-cooled oil system. 
In addition, it bears with servo-valves PC driven; the servo-valves control both the rod advance 
and the bending plate movement. 
All components of the hydraulic units are supplied by “VICKERS”, “DANFOSS” and “YUKEN”.   
 
Α.7. Electrical/Electronic unit 
All electric/electronic components are supplied by “ABB” 
 
�Together with the main equipment, «GALANOS SA» delivers to the client a tools collection, as well as some consumable spare 
parts. 

 
 


